HippoDoc® AI

Machine learning for analytic data
Artificial Intelligence or machine leaning has nothing to do with intelligence it is the self-configuration of
parameters on an ordinary application. The difference is, that human configures application parameter
intelligence but are limited to a handful while machine learning uses statistical methods for the best fit of
parameter and can use 10'000 or more parameters.
The combination gives the best results. Humans configure the frame (input data and parameter ranges
that are useful for the target of the application) and the machine leaning fits inside this frame all other
parameters.
This solution shows different samples how analytic data can be used for Machine learning. Analytic
means data for Marketing, Transportation or Finance. Image recognizing is possible but not a target of
this implementation.
The application and scrips are free from license costs but there are different copyrights in the script and
no warranty use ‘AS-IS’.
Prerequisites
Account on https://matlab.mathworks.com (Licensed online solution)
or
Download OCTAVE from https://octave.org (Free software)
Scrips: http://download.hippodoc.net/HDAI102.zip
Process Steps
1. Train: Learn form known data. After the training the configuration (theta) is saved.
2. Predict: Use the saved configuration to predict unknown data
Methods
Linear Regression with Gradient Descent
Logistic Regression with Gradient Descent
Neural Network
Support Vector Machines
Centroids Analysis (no training needed)
Anomaly Detection and Collaborative Filtering (no training needed)
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Recommended for beginners
Logistic Regression with Gradient Descent

Prepare Data
Train and prediction data must have always the same format.
The number of columns (fields) defines the features. If you change the number of columns you need to
train again.

Input Data file:
The input file is a text with the extension ".txt" or ".csv".
As field separator ";", "," or TAB are allowed (but not mixed).
Some sample files are stored under "Sample Data"
Format A: The first row holds the field header.
Format B: No field header but the last column hold Y
Format C: No field header no Y
(Y is the true base value)
Format A sample file
KEY, Y, X1, X2, X3, X4
1, 1, 11, 54, 01, 45
2, 0, 55, 21, 37, 02
3, 0, 34, 22, 33, 04
4, 1, 0, 76, 37, 02

(Line 1 Header with name of columns without '')
(Line 2 Number values)
(Line 3 Number values)
(Line 4 Number values)
(Line 5 Number values)

Column 1 = Unique Index of the data (record number)
Column 2 = Y = ground truth 0 or 1
Column 3 to 6 = X data called features
The first line holds the header. The names of columns (fields).
The names of the headers must not have any blanks or special characters.
From the second line on the records contain numeric data.
The first field is a unique record key or counter. It identifies each record in the data set. The name is
"KEY"
The second field is the True/False value for the training. The name is "Y". All records in the training set
with value 1 are true records and all with 0 belong to the false population. In the prediction data set this
field is set to 0 because the system has to predict this value.
All other fields are the features. The numeric values of data. If you have alphanumeric values like ISO
country codes "AA" to "ZZ" then the system will convert this to numeric values. For a faster performance
the source system should to this.
Format B sample file
11, 54, 01, 45, 1
55, 21, 37, 02, 0
34, 22, 33, 04, 0
0, 76, 37, 02, 1

(Line 1 Number values)
(Line 2 Number values)
(Line 3 Number values)
(Line 4 Number values)

Column 1 to 4 = X data called features
Column 5 = Y = ground truth 0 or 1
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Format C sample file
11, 54, 01, 45
55, 21, 37, 02
34, 22, 33, 04
0, 76, 37, 02

(Line 1 Number values)
(Line 2 Number values)
(Line 3 Number values)
(Line 4 Number values)

Column 1 to 4 = X data called features

Output data files
xxx_theta.mat
xxx_predict.csv
xxx_train.log
xxx_predict_.log

Configuration file with the learned knowledge (theta) This file is needed for the
prediction of new data.
Result file of the prediction with two columns "KEY" and "Y". Y holds the prediction.
Log file of the training
Log file of the prediction
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Process Options

The list
of possible parameters depends on the method.
Use normalization of data
Values: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Default = 1.
Some data/features are from 1 to 10000 others from -0.0772 to 2.348. The normalization takes care that
all data are from -1 to +1 this is easier to calculate statistic formulas.
Use polynomial feature
Number of polynomials: 0 to 9. Default = 0.
If you have only two features (data columns) you can enhance the data by a polynomial function. This
works only for two features with Logistic Regression A sample of enhanced matrix of X with polynomial
feature of 3: X(i, :) = [X(i) X(i).^2 X(i).^3];
Use Bias Column (hidden)
Values 0 or 1
An additional data/features the "bias column" is added to X that made the regression easier to calculate.
The value is calculated by the system and not shown in the form.
Feature Size
Values 2 to 9999. Default = number of data rows.
Number of used columns X (exclude Key and Y) for the calculation. If a data file has a Key, Y and 98 data
columns (together 100 columns) you can use only the first 5. Analytical data have typically 2 to 50
columns/ features. Images the size of all Pixels 100X100 = 10000 features.
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Lambda/Alpha
Values 0 to 100. Typical 0.02
Lambda and Alpha are the learning rate or the regularization value for the regression. Typically values
are 0, 0.001, 0.01, 1, 3, or 10. Alpha cannot be zero. Lambda can be zero. If Lambda is zero it will be
calculated and the color of the field changes to green.
Number of iterations
Values 100 to 1000
How many iterations are used to calculate the best value? The more iterations the slower the system but
the exacter the result.
Sample Size
Values 1 to maximum of data rows
For testing or training you can limit the used data rows for a better performance.
Percent of data for Train /Verify/Test
Values 1 to 100. The sum of Train, Verify and Test must get 100 (percent).
Typically values are [80, 20, 0] use 80% of the data to train the system und 20% to verify the results.
Train Percent: Number of records in percent that are used to learn
Verify Percent: Number of records in percent to verify the learning against the ground truth "Y" 0 or 1
Test Percent: Number of records in percent to verify the learning against the ground truth "Y" 0 or 1
Lets assume we have 476 records and the sample size is 200. A train percent of 80 and a verify percent
of 20 than with 160 random selected records the system will learn and with 40 random selected records
the trained theta (learned rules) is verified against the ground truth "Y" 0 or 1
Input layer size
A Neural Network needs an input layer what is a synonym to the Feature Size
Values 2 to 9999. Default = number of data rows.
Number of used columns X (exclude Key and Y) for the calculation. If a data file has a Key, Y and 98 data
columns (together 100 columns) you use 98 as value. Analytical data have typically 2 to 50 columns/
features. Images the size of all Pixels 100X100 = 10000 features.
Hidden Layer 1
For Neural Network only.
Values 2 to 9999. Normally 1 to 3 times of the input layer size.
Hidden Layer 2
For Neural Network only.
Values 2 to 9999. Normally 1 to 3 times of the input layer size.
Hidden Layer 3
For Neural Network only.
Values 2 to 9999. Normally 0 or same of the input layer size.
Output Layer Size
For Neural Network only.
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Number of labels or classifiers
Logistic (true/false):
For Logistic Regression the output layer size is 2 with two possible outputs true/false. Technical the
system calculates values form 1 to 2 and than convert them to Boolean 0/1.
Classifiers:
If you analyze images with numeric digits you need 10 labels (0 to 9). The output layer size is then 10.
The system will calculate Y values between 1 and 10.
Number of centroids
For Centroids only.
The value K (number of groups) can be between 2 and 1000
If you want group points/nodes to 3 groups use the value 3.
Kernel Type
For SVM only.
Value
1 for Linear calculation
2 for Gaussian calculation
C standard regularization
For SVM only.
Values 0 to 100. The value is calculated by the system and the color of the field changes to green.
Typically values are 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 3 or 10.
Sigma
For SVM only.
Variance sigma of X = std(X)
Values 0 to 100. The value is calculated by the system and the color of the field changes to green.
Typically values are 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 3 or 10.
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Training
The training of a data file creates a prediction definition (xxx_theta.mat). With this definition any other
data file with the same structure can be predicted. The data format for prediction and learning must not
change over the live time of a prediction file. Use numeric data as possible. Character data will be
transformed to numeric data but this needs power. The data structure is normally not relevant but for this
implementation the structure should be:
• First column is a unique key like a record number called “KEY”
• The second column is the true base called “Y”. The Y is a value 0 or 1 for logic decision. Value 1
means that the record belongs to the good population and value 0 means the wrong population
(for logistic Regression).
• Columns 3 to 99 are the analytic data. The application can use any column as KEY or Y but this
has to apply on every run.

Training Process
1. Prepare an analytical file as Input_data.csv in the format KEY, Y, X1, X2 ... Xn
2. Start the system by calling StartApp.m via Octave of Met Lab
3. Use button [Train] and select your input data file (I.e. file
HdSampleData_1200rows_50X_comma.text)
4. Select Method Logistic Regression with Gradient Descent (or an other method)
5. Set parameter (blue fields are needed)
6. Press button [Start]
7. The result is saved in file xxx_theta.mat

Prediction
Use a saved prediction definition (xxx_theta.mat) together with the unknown data. The format of the
unknown data must be equal to the original format of the training data. As a result you get the prediction
data file (xxx_predict.csv) with only two columns. The KEY and the Y. With the KEY you can update the
unknown data with the prediction Y.

Prediction Process
1. Prepare an analytical file as Input_data.csv in the format KEY, Y, X1, X2 ... Xn. (Y has always the
value 0, it will be predicted).
2. Start the system by calling StartApp.m via Octave of Met Lab
8. Use button [Predict]
Select the theta file (learned knowledge)
Select you input data file
(The Method is given by the theta file)
3. Press button [Start]
4. The result is saved in file xxx_predict.csv
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Linear regression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression
In statistics, linear regression is a linear approach to modeling the relationship between a scalar response
(or dependent variable) and one or more explanatory variables (or independent variables). The case of
one explanatory variable is called simple linear regression.
The linear regression in this model tries to minimize the cost where the hypothesis h (x) is given by the
linear model.

The iterative recall of the function with different parameter calculated by the gradient descent algorithm
will minimize the costs. Lambda is the learning rate or the regularization value for the regression.

j (simultaneously update j for all j):
With each step of gradient descent, the parameters j comes closer to the optimal values that will achieve
the lowest cost J( ).
Normal Equations
The implementation of normal equations in Octave will be

Testing the App
As sample we use file HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey.txt. It holds the price of apartments with
different square meters on different building level. The question: what would cost an apartment with 50
m2 in level 3.
Key
1
2
3
6
7
8
11
12
13
16
17
18

Price
251000
351600
440500
210700
311600
412460
222460
320500
422460
230500
335000
495000

Square
Meter
40
60
80
40
60
80
40
60
80
40
60
80

Level
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

The formula is Price = m2*a + level*b. The problem: what is a and b.
In machine learning the system has no clue of a formula. The machine sees the row Square Meter and
Level as features for the hypothesis h (x) and tries to find an ‘a‘ (x1) and ‘b’ (x2) to get the Price (Y).
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Price
251000
335000

Fix
= costs
= 1
= 1

Square
+ Meter
+ 40*a
+ 60*a

+ Level3
+ 1*b
+ 4*b

Y
251000
335000

= Θ0
= 1
= 1

+ X1✖Θ1
+ 40✖Θ1
+ 60✖Θ1

+ X2 ✖Θ2
+ 1✖Θ2
+ 4✖Θ2

Hypothesis h (x) = Θ0+price*Θ1+qm*Θ2+level*Θ3
The difference between the hypothesis function (theta) and the real price Y is the cost J. The smaller the
cost (error) the better the hypothesis.
Start the app
Used file:
HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey.txt: to train the app
HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey_LinReg_theta.mat: the result of the training = theta
HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price.txt: to predict new prices
HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price_LinReg_predict.csv: result of the prediction
Part A: train the system
•
•
•
•

Select Method: Linear Regression with Gradient Descent.
Press button [Train].
Select file HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey.txt out of the sample folder.
Press button [Start].

The training creates the theta file HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey_LinReg_theta.mat.
If you check Graphics some figures show the results.
If you check Debug technical figures and more details are created.
Every run creates a log file with all the details.
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Figures

Plot for the training data. The data very accurate
sorted because the test data are calculated by a
function and not by nature. With this plot you can
read new prices in the old way, analog.

Gradient Descent plot shows how much
iteration the app needs to find a theta with low
cots.

Linear Regression plot shows the approaching of the
theta (prediction) to the optimal value (fact).

The accuracy of the prediction compared with
given data (Y).

A graphical view of the theta in 2D.

A graphical view of the theta in 3D.
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Part B: Prediction
To find the price of unknown apartments we use the file HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price.txt. The
column Price (Y) is empty it has to be calculated by the app.
Key Price Square Meter Level
1
0
50
3
2
0
60
1
3
0
80
1
4
0
100
1
5
0
120
1
6
0
40
2
7
0
60
2
8
0
80
2
9
0
100
2
10
0
120
2
•
•
•
•

Select Method: Linear Regression with Gradient Descent.
Press button [Predict].
Select file HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey_LinReg_theta.mat the learned theta.
Select file HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price.txt the data file with no price but square meter
and level. The app will calculate the price Y.
• Press button [Start].
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Output figure

The prediction creates the result file HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price_LinReg_predict.csv. The
result file has only two columns the Key or record number and the predicted Y the price.
Key Prediction
1
373871
2
327055
3
426958
4
526862
5
626765
6
275536
7
375439
8
475342
9
575246
10
675149
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You can see the used parameters in the log file
HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price_LinReg_Predict_yyyymmdd_nnnn.log
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Start at:
2019-09-20 07:24:48
Method:
Linear Regression with Gradient Descent
Import data file:
/Data/HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price.txt
Theta file:
/Data/HdLinear_Regression_60rows_withKey_LinReg_theta.mat
Log file:
//Data/HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price_LinReg_Predict_20190920_0724.log
Prediction file:
/Data/HdLinear_Regression_10rows_find_price_LinReg_predict.csv
First 10 original data records ---------------Key
Y Square Me
Level
1
0
50
3
2
0
60
1
3
0
80
1
4
0
100
1
5
0
120
1
6
0
40
2
7
0
60
2
8
0
80
2
9
0
100
2
10
0
120
2
-----------------------------------------------*** Add Normalization
First 10 normalized rows of K00 Y00 X00 -------KEY
Y Square Me
Level
1
0 -1.08923
1.92607
2
0 -0.737865 -1.03712
3
0 0.0351364 -1.03712
4
0 0.667592 -1.03712
5
0
1.37032 -1.03712
6
0 -1.44059 0.444478
7
0 -0.737865 0.444478
8
0 0.0351364 0.444478
9
0 0.667592 0.444478
10
0
1.37032 0.444478
*** Add bias Column (intercept)
First 10 rows of K00 Y00 X00 -----------------KEY
Y
Bias Square Me
Level
1
0
1 -1.08923
1.92607
2
0
1 -0.737865 -1.03712
3
0
1 0.0351364 -1.03712
4
0
1 0.667592 -1.03712
5
0
1
1.37032 -1.03712
6
0
1 -1.44059 0.444478
7
0
1 -0.737865 0.444478
8
0
1 0.0351364 0.444478
9
0
1 0.667592 0.444478
10
0
1
1.37032 0.444478
Total imported X rows: 10, used feature size: 3
Total Y: 10
Y = 0 : 0
Y = 1 : 0
Trained 10 data rows with 2 features (columns)
Y=0: 0
Y=1: 0
End at: 2019-09-20 07:24:49
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Logistic Regression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_regression
In statistics, the logistic model is used to model the probability of a certain class or event existing such as
pass/fail, win/lose, alive/dead or healthy/sick. This can be extended to model several classes of events
such as determining whether an image contains a cat, dog, lion, etc. Each object being detected in the
image would be assigned a probability between 0 and 1 and the sum adding to one.
Linear Regression returns a value but Logistic Regression only 0 or 1
The formula is similar to linear regression but the value is forced to 0 or 1

Start the app
Used file:
HdLogistic_Regression_sample1.txt: to train the app
HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_LinReg_theta.mat: the result of the training = theta
HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_find_Y.txt: to predict new prices
HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_find_Y_LogReg_predict.csv: result of the prediction
Part A: train the system
•
•
•
•

Select Method: Logistic Regression with Gradient Descent.
Press button [Train].
Select file HdLogistic_Regression_sample1.txt out of the sample folder.
Press button [Start].

This sample has two groups of points. The app should separate them. If you leave Lambda empty the
system will calculate the best value and stop.
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Lambda is 0!
Press button [Start].

The system calculates the best value and stops.
Press button [Start] again (if you are happy with lambda).
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The training creates the theta HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_LinReg_theta.mat. Every run creates a
log file with all the details.
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Figures

Show the training data in 3D. We can show only
2 features plus Y.

Show the training data in a head map. This will be
needed later for more features.

The accuracy of the prediction compared with
given data.

Find the best lambda value.

Visualization of the theta (prediction) for a two
features boundary line.

Gradient Descent plot shows how much iteration
the app needs to find a theta with low cots.

Approaching of the theta (prediction) to the
optimal value (fact).

Visualization of the theta in 3D for a two features
boundary line.
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Part B: Prediction
To find the correct group of points we use the file HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_find_Y.txt The column
Y is empty it has to be calculated by the app.
•
•
•
•
•

Select Method: Logistic Regression with Gradient Descent.
Press button [Predict].
Select file HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_LinReg_theta.mat the learned theta.
Select file HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_find_Y.txt the data file with no Y but X1 and X2.
Press button [Start].

The app will build the file HdLogistic_Regression_sample1_find_Y_LogReg_predict.csv with the
calculated Y.

Output figure
The prediction does not produce any plots but result info for the first 10 records. All results are stored in
the result file xxx _LogReg_predict.csv.
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Sample 2
Test now the file HdLogistic_Regression_sample2.txt

Plot of the data. Lets say two groups of
stars.

The Linear Regression will build a linear line that is not
what we want.

Change the polynomial features from 0 to 6.
This increases the features by 6 exponential functions.

Because of the 6 exponential functions the data are
now complex that you can see in the head map.

2D Heat map without exponential functions.
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3D Heat map with 6 exponential functions.

The plot will show now a decision line that
separates the stars better.

Sample 3
Test now the file HdLogistic_Regression_sample_3_863rows_3columns_with_Y.txt and polynomial
features 6.

It works but not very successfully
We will try now Support Vector Machines with the same data.

Support Vector Machines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Support-vector_machine
In machine learning, support-vector machines are supervised learning models with associated learning
algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis. Given a set of training
examples, each marked as belonging to one or the other of two categories, an SVM training algorithm
builds a model that assigns new examples to one category or the other, making it a non-probabilistic
binary linear classifier (although methods such as Platt scaling exist to use SVM in a probabilistic
classification setting). An SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped so
that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. New
examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category based on the side
of the gap on which they fall.
In addition to performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform a non-linear classification
using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces.
Use sample 3 file from the Logistic Regression
HdLogistic_Regression_sample_3_863rows_3columns_with_Y.txt
Change the method to SVM Support Vector Machines
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Change the Kernel to 2, Gaussian Kernel (the linear Kernel would make a strait line)

Press button [Start].

The SVM can make a better decision line.
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Neural Network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
Artificial neural networks (ANN) or connectionist systems are computing systems that are inspired by, but
not identical to, biological neural networks that constitute animal brains. Such systems "learn" to perform
tasks by considering examples, generally without being programmed with task-specific rules. For
example, in image recognition, they might learn to identify images that contain cats by analyzing example
images that have been manually labeled as "cat" or "no cat" and using the results to identify cats in other
images. They do this without any prior knowledge of cats, for example, that they have fur, tails, whiskers
and cat-like faces. Instead, they automatically generate identifying characteristics from the examples that
they process.
Start the app
Used file:
HdSampleData_1200rows_50X_comma.txt : to train the app
HdSampleData_1200rows_50X_comma_theta.mat: the result of the training = theta
Train the system
•
•
•
•

Select Method: Neural Network.
Press button [Train].
Select file HdSampleData_1200rows_50X_comma.txt to train the app out of the sample folder.
Use 0 for the hidden layers and lambda. The system will calculate them. For very large data use up to
2000 records to pre calculate the layer size. This needs some time.
• Press button [Start].
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The system will run a while for the pre calculation

Press button [Start] with the updated layer size and lambda.

The training creates the theta HdSampleData_1200rows_50X_comma_theta.mat. Every run creates a log
file with all the details.
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Some Figures

Prediction accuracy compared between the train
and the verify data set.

3D view of the Neural Network

2D view of the Neural Network.

Zoom in f the Neural Network. Each note has to
all others a connection.

Head map view of the train data set with the true
base Y = 1.

Head map view of the train data set with the false
base Y= 0.

3D view of the train data set with the true base Y
= 1.

3D view of the train data set with the false base
Y= 0.
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Head map view of the layer 1 theta data.

3D map view of the layer 1 theta data.

Plot of the layer 1 theta anomaly data.

Head map view of the layer 1 theta anomaly data.

3D map view of the layer 1 theta anomaly data.
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Centroids Analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nearest_centroid_classifier
In machine learning, a nearest centroid classifier or nearest prototype classifier is a classification model
that assigns to observations the label of the class of training samples whose mean (centroid) is closest to
the observation.
Centroids Analysis does not need training. The train button creates direct the result file.
Start the app
Used file:
HdCentroids_300rows_2columns.txt: to train the app
HdCentroids_300rows_2columns_Centroid_predict.csv: result of the prediction
Find the Centroids:
• Select Method: Centroids Analysis.
• Press button [Train].
• Select file HdCentroids_300rows_2columns.txt out of the sample folder.
• Set Number of Centroids to 4 different groups.
• Press button [Start].
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The training creates the theta file HdCentroids_300rows_2columns_theta.mat and the result file
HdCentroids_300rows_2columns_Centroid_predict.csv with the prediction of the centroid number.
The Prediction has a value between 1 and 4 shown as different colors.

Prediction data.
With normalization 0 you will see the X data with normalization 1 not because there are reduced to small
values.
Normalization = 0

Normalization = 1

Key Prediction
Field 1
Field 2
1
2
1.84208 4.60757
2
4
5.65858 4.79996
3
4
6.35258 3.29085
4
2
2.90402 4.6122
5
2
3.23198 4.93989
6
2
1.24792 4.93268
7
2
1.9762 4.4349
8
2
2.23454 5.05547
9
2
2.98341 4.84046
10
2
2.9797 4.80671
11
2
2.11496 5.37374
12
2
2.1217 5.20854
13
2
1.51435 4.77003

Key Prediction
1
2
2
4
3
4
4
2
5
2
6
2
7
2
8
2
9
2
10
2
11
2
12
2
13
2
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Anomaly Detection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anomaly_detection
In data mining, anomaly detection (also outlier detection) is the identification of rare items, events or
observations which raise suspicions by differing significantly from the majority of the data. Typically the
anomalous items will translate to some kind of problem such as bank fraud, a structural defect, medical
problems or errors in a text. Anomalies are also referred to as outliers, novelties, noise, deviations and
exceptions.
Anomaly detection does not need learning.
Start the app
Used file:
HdAnomaly_1000rows_2columns_no_Y.txt: to train the app
HdAnomaly_1000rows_2columns_no_Y_predict.csv: result of the prediction
Find the Anomaly:
• Select Method: Anomaly Detection.
• Press button [Train].
• Select file HdAnomaly_1000rows_2columns_no_Y.txt out of the sample folder.
• Press button [Start].
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Figures

The plot shows all not conform objects in red. Anomaly
for this test data means to fare from the center. Plot
with normalization (1). The data are in the center.

You can zoom in.

Plot without normalization (0). The position and values
stays as there are.

The epsilon 0.023245 was calculated by the
app.

The file HdAnomaly_1000rows_2columns_no_Y_predict.csv holds the results.
If you use normalization what is always the best option the prediction file shows only the key and the
predict value. With out normalization also the field values are shown.
Normalization = 1

Normalization = 0

Key Prediction
Field 1
Field 2
1
0
13.0468 14.7412
2
0
13.4085 13.7633
3
0
14.1959 15.8532
4
0
14.9147 16.1743
5
0
13.5767 14.0428
6
0
13.9224 13.4065
7
0
12.8221 14.2232
8
0
15.6764 15.8917
9
1
16.1629 16.203
10
0
12.6665 14.8991

Key Prediction
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0
5
0
6
0
7
0
8
0
9
1
10
0
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Collaborative Filtering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_filtering
Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique used by recommender systems.
In the newer, narrower sense, collaborative filtering is a method of making automatic predictions (filtering)
about the interests of a user by collecting preferences or taste information from many users
(collaborating). The underlying assumption of the collaborative filtering approach is that if a person A has
the same opinion as a person B on an issue, A is more likely to have B's opinion on a different issue than
that of a randomly chosen person. For example, a collaborative filtering recommendation system for
television tastes could make predictions about which television show a user should like given a partial list
of that user's tastes (likes or dislikes).[3] Note that these predictions are specific to the user, but use
information gleaned from many users. This differs from the simpler approach of giving an average (nonspecific) score for each item of interest, for example based on its number of votes.
Not implemented yet.
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Sample Data
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Testing
The script hdMain_MachineLearning_Testing_02.m runs one or all sample.
testMethod = [cLinReg_A, cLogReg_A, cLogReg_B, cNN_A, cNN_B, cNN_C, cSVM_A, cCentroid_A,
cAnomaly_A]; runs all samples.
testMethod = [cCentroid_A]; runs one centroid sample.
Remove with % the not wanted way like: % testMethod = [cCentroid_A]; ( runs all sample).
This script can be used to develop a runtime script for productive automated runs.
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Download
https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/download.html
OCTAVE configuration for MAC
Uncheck the option: ‘Use native file dialogs

Scrips: http://download.hippodoc.net/HDAI102.zip
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Useful Links
https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/
Differences between Octave and MATLAB
THE MNIST DATABASE of handwritten digits
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/letter-recognition/

Contact
Contact for questions or remarks:
info@hippodoc.net
http://www.hippodoc.net
Version 2020 02 12 HDAI102
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